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Abstract
We summarize some recent results on coherence completions of categories Our goal
is to demonstrate that there is a close connection between Girards coherence spaces
and free bicomplete categories We extend coherence spaces to Cvalued coherence
spaces with an arbitrary category C called the coherence completion of C and
study its enriched softness We show that the coherence completion of C is monoidal
closed or autonomous when C is The interpretation of the connectives of linear
logic in the coherence completions provides a way to use the free bicompletions to
capture semantics of linear logic
Introduction
Linear logic arose from the semantic study of the structure of the proofs in
intuitionistic logic In  linear logic rst appeared as a kind of linear algebra
built on coherence spaces Coherence spaces are certain simplied Scott do
mains 	 
 which have good properties with respect to stability 
 These
spaces were rst intended as denotational semantics for intuitionistic logic	
but it turned out that there were a lot of other operations hanging around	
known as the connectives of linear logic Recently	 Lafont and Streicher 	
Ehrhard 	 Lamarche  and Girard  have developed semantics of linear
logic by generalizing coherence spaces These approaches have proven fruitful
in providing new models of linear logic

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In this extended abstract we present coherence completions of categories
which	 in a certain sense	 generalize Girards coherence spaces We show that
there is a close connection between coherence completions and free bicomplete
categories
The starting point of the present work is based on the softness in the
category Coh of coherence spaces and linear morphisms see 
 The concept
of softness appeared in the study of free bicomplete categories 	  as a
categorical generalization of Whitmans condition on lattices theory 	 
Softness is a structural rule concerning morphisms from limits into colimits In
the case of lattice theory	 a lattice L is said to be soft if it satises Whitmans
condition	 that is	 for any a	 b	 c and d  L	 a  b  c  d can hold in L only
in one of the four trivial ways
a  c  d or b  c  d a  b  c or a  b  d
In Coh softness has the following consequence for any coherence spaces I	
J 	 K and L	 each linear morphism from the conjunction binary product of
I and J into the disjunction binary coproduct of K and L factors through
either a product projection or a coproduct injection We show that the full
subcategory of Coh whose objects are generated from the singleton space
under products and coproducts is exactly the free bicomplete category of the
singleton under the zero object and products and coproducts see 
The rst step we take here is to extend coherence spaces to Ccoherence
spaces with an arbitrary category C	 called the coherence completion CohC
of C Coh is now viewed as Cohfg	 the coherence completion of the single
ton The construction of CohC is based on Coh each Ccoherence space
consists of a coherence space and a family of objects in C each Clinear
morphism is a linear morphism together with a family of arrows in C This
construction is analagous to ones of free completions of categories 	 	 	
whereas the category of sets plays a similar role as that of Coh By inter
preting the connectives in CohC	 we then show that CohC is monoidal or
autonomous when C is
The main techniques we used here are categorically enriched structures
More precisely	 we view CohC as a category enriched over the category
Set

of pointed sets as well as enriched over Coh With the approach of
CohC enriched over Set

	 the full subcategory of CohC whose objects are
contractible Ccoherence spaces is exactly the free bicomplete category of C
under the zero object and products and coproducts We also show that C
coherence spaces are limits of diagrams of contractible Ccoherence spaces In
view of CohC enriched over Coh	 we dene the external tensor product and
its dual the external par on CohC and the mixed associativities called
weak distributivities in 	 	  between those operations We show that
there is the softness between those operations This makes further connections
to Cockett and Seelys work on weakly distributive categories  and Hyland
and de Paiva on tensorpar logic 

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A key idea explored in this extended abstract is enriched softness between
products and coproducts This important feature is directly related to the
associativity of composition	 which have been investigated by a number of
researchers working in the semantics of computation see 	 	  One of
relevant works we would like to emphasize is Abramskys interaction cate
gories proposed in  as a new paradigm for the semantics of functional and
concurrent computation The major dierence between Abramsky  and the
present work is that his categories admit possibly weak biproducts
The extended abstract is organized as follows In Section  we rst give
a brief description of coherence completions and then show how to interpret
the connectives of linear logic in the coherence completions of categories In
Section  we discuss the softness in CohC We show that every object
of C is atomic in CohC CohC has the softness between products and
coproducts but it is failure to be soft between arbitrary limits and colimits
In Section  we introduce contractible Ccoherence spaces and show that the
category of contractible Ccoherence spaces is the free bicomplete category of
C under the zero object and products and coproducts In Section 
 we show
that CohC is a category enriched over Coh With this approach we show
that there is softness in CohC in the sense of CohC enriched over Coh
We then dene the external tensor product and its dual as functors from
CohC  CohD into CohC  D	 and discuss the mixed associativities
between those operators
 Cvalued coherence spaces
Recall that a web is a pair webA  jAj
A
 where jAj is a set and 
A
is
a symmetric and reexive relation on jAj A subset a of jAj is said to be a
coherence subset if for all x y  a	 x 
A
y The set of coherence subsets of
webA ordered under the inclusion	
A  fa  Aj	x y  a x 
A
yg
is called a coherence space or called a Girard domain	 see 	 	  For a
web webA	 we will write A
fin
for the collection of nite coherence subsets of
A	 and denote the relation 
A
on jAj mostly by 	 when that is convenient
Denition  
i Let A and B be coherence spaces The linear implication webA 

webB of webA and webB is dened by a web jAj  jBj

 such
that
x y 

x

 y

 
x 
A
x

 y 
B
y

and y  y

 x  x



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the coherence space corresponding to this web is called the linear implica	
tion of A and B
 and write as A 
 B
ii A linear morphism from A into B is a coherence subset of webA 

webB
 ie
 a set X  jAj  jBj such that
a if x y x

 y

  X
 then x 
A
x

 y 
B
y

 and
b if x y x

 y  X
 then x 
A
x

 x  x


For coherence spaces A	 B and C	 it is clear that the set id
A
 fx xjx 
jAjg is a linear morphism on A	 ie	 the identity on A Also	 for any linear
morphisms f  A B and g  B  C	 the composite g  f is dened by
g  f  fx zjy  jBj x y  f and y z  gg
Remark  Let Coh be the category whose objects and arrows are coherence
spaces and linear morphisms
 respectively Coh is a category enriched over
the category Set

of pointed sets Indeed
 for any coherence spaces A and B

the empty set  is a coherence subset of webA 
 webB
 ie
 it is a linear
morphism from A into B The homset between A and B can be therefore
viewed as a pointed set CohAB 
For any category C	 we dene the coherence completion CohC of C	
ie	 the category of Cvalued coherence spaces and Clinear morphisms	 as
follows
i Objects of CohC are determined by Cwebs for any coherence space
I with webI  jIj	 we form objects A
I
 jIj fA
i
g
ijIj
	 which is
called a Cweb here A
i
are arbitrary objects of C The Cvaluedcoherence
subsets of A
I
and Cvaluedcoherence spaces associated with A
I
are dened
by the same way of those of Coh When jIj  	 we have the empty web
 
ii Arrows of CohC forCwebs A
I
 jIj fA
i
g
ijIj
 and B
J
 jJ j
 fB
j
g
jjJ j
	 a Clinear morphism between A
I
and B
J
is dened by a pair
f  t ff
ij
g
ijt
  A
I
 B
J

where t  I  J is a linear morphism of Coh and f
ij
 A
i
 B
j
are arrows
of C	 for all i j  t When t  	 we have to dene f   
Let f  t ff
ij
g
ijt
  A
I
 B
J
and g  s fg
jk
g
jks
 B
J
 C
K
be
Clinear morphisms	 dene the composition g  f by the set
g  f  s  t fg
jk
 f
ij
g
here the family fg
jk
 f
ij
g is the collection of all composition g
jk
 f
ij
with
i j  t and j k  s We have
Proposition  i For any category C
 CohC forms a category with
products
 coproducts and a zero objects
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ii Coh is isomorphic to Cohfg here fg is the category with one object
 and one identity arrow
The zero object of CohC is given by the empty web   Let
A
X
i
 jX
i
j
X
i
 fA
x
g
xjX
i
j
 be Ccoherence spaces with i  I Recall that
the product of X
i
 in Coh is determined by the web
u
iI
webX
i
  

iI
jX
i
j
here
S
iI
jX
i
j is the disjoint union of all jX
i
j	 and we represent it as
S
fig 
jX
i
j The relation  on
S
iI
jX
i
j is dened by
i i x  i x

 iff x 
X
i
x

for i  I and
ii i x  j y for i  j x  jX
i
j and y  jX
j
j
The projections p
X
i
 uX
i
 X
i
are given by the sets fi x xjx  jX
i
jg
The product of fA
X
i
g is therefore given by the Cweb


iI
jX
i
j

iI
fA
x
g
xjX
i
j

And the projection
p
A
X
i
 p
X
i
 fid
A
x
g
xjX
i
j
  uA
X
i
 X
i

here id
A
x
is the identity on A
x
for each x  jX
i
j Dually	 we have the coproduct
of A
X
i

We now interpret the connectives of classical linear logic in CohC The
conjunction u and disjunction t of CohC are the binary product and co
product	 respectively For the negation 	 recall that for any coherence space
I	 I  I 
  where  is the coherence space with the singleton If C has a
negation   C
op
 C given by a dualizing object	 we then dene the negation
on CohC by
jIj fA
i
g
iI
  jIj
I
 fA
i
g
iI

A category C is autonomous if C is a closed symmetric monoidal cate
gory with a negation  given by a dualizing object
Proposition  If C is 	autonomous then CohC is a 	autonomous cat	
egory with binary products and coproducts
 ie
 CohC is a linear category
To dene tensor products and linear implication	 we recall that the tensor
product I  J of coherence spaces I and J is a coherence space with the web
jIj  jJ j


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here i j 

i

 j

 i i 
I
i

and j 
J
j

 The linear implication I 
 J is
dened by 	 and up to canonical isomorphisms	
I  J 
 K  I 
 J 
 K
Since C is closed	 C has bifunctors 
  
 and 

 such that for each
object A of C	 the functor A
 is left adjoint to A
 For Cwebs A
I
and
B
J
	 dene the tensor product A
I
 B
J
and the linear implication A
I

 B
J
as follows
A
I
B
J
 jIj  jJ j

 fA
i
 B
j
g
ijjIjjJ j
 and
A
I

 B
J
 jIj  jJ j

 fA
i
B
j
g
ijjIjjJ j

We therefore have that for Cwebs A
I
	 B
J
and C
K
	 up to canonical isomor
phisms	
A
I
B
J
 
 C
K
 A
I

 B
J

 C
K

from the facts that A
i
 B
j
C
k
 A
i
B
j
C
k
 and I  J 
 K  I 

J 
 K
In order to construct the exponentials on CohC	 recall that for any co
herence space I	 the exponential I can be dened by the following two ap
proaches the rst approach is to dene jIj to be the set of nite coherent
subsets of I see  Another approach is to dene jIj to be the set of
coherent multisets of atoms of jIj	 ie	 the atoms of jIj are all the formal
expressions x

     x
n
	 with x  fx

     x
n
g coherent subsets of I see 
In those two approaches 
I
are dened by
a 
I
b iff a  b  I
fin
and
x

     x
n
	 
I
y

     y
m
	 iff x  y  I
fin

respectively It is wellknown that both approaches dene comonad structures
   such that for each I  Coh	 I is a comonoid with the additional
property that I u J IJ 
Let us assume thatC is a autonomous category equipped with a comonad

C
 
C
 
C
 so that for each C  C	 
C
C is a comonoid with the additional
property that 
C
C u D 
C
C
C
D For any Ccoherence space A
I
	 we
dene A
I
to be
A
I
 jIj
I
 f
ia
A
i
g
ajIj

Here I is one of two ways mentioned above
Theorem  a For the above C
 we have a comonad    on CohC
such that for any C	coherence spaces A
I
and B
J

 A
I
and jB
J
j are 	
comonoids with
A
I
uB
J
 A
I
B
J

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b If co	Kleisli categoryK
C
 is cartesian closed then the co	Kleisli category
K of the comonad  on CohC is cartesian closed
Proof We only consider the rst approach on I mentioned above as there
is no essential dierence between both approaches
We start to dene a functor   CohC  CohC Recall that the
functor   Coh  Coh takes a linear morphism t  I  J into a lin
ear morphism t I J such that for any a  fx

     x
n
g  jIj and
b  fy

     y
m
g  jJ j	 a b t i n  m and y
u
 tx
u
 for each
u  n Let f  jIj fA
i
g
ijIj
  jJ j fB
j
g
jjJ j
 be a Clinear mor
phism of CohC determined by t and a family f
iv
 A
i
 B
v
for all i and
i v  t We dene f A
I
B
J
as follows For the above a b t	 note
that 
C
A

    
C
A
n

C
A

    A
n
 Let
Q
f
uu
 A

    A
n

B

    B
n
be the unique arrow of C induced by all f
uu
 A
u
 B
u
for
u  n We then dene 
C
f
ab

C
A

    
C
A
n

C
B

    
C
B
n
as
the arrow 
C

Q
f
uu
 of C The functoriality of  on CohC follows directly
from the functoriality of  on Coh and 
C
on C
To dene the counit  and the comultiplication 	 remember that for any
coherence space I	 
I
I  I is given by the set ffig iji  Ig We let

A
I
A
I
 A
I
be the Clinear morphism which is given by 
I
and the family
of 
A
i
for all i  I Also	 we let 
A
I
A
I
A
I
be the Clinear morphism
which is given by 
I
and the faimly of 
A
i
for all i  I here 
I
I I is the
set
fa fa

     a
n
gja a

     a
n
 jIj and 
i	n
a
i
 ag
By the pointwise nature of    on CohC	 that    is a comonad on
CohC follows easily from the comonad structures  on Coh and 
C
on C
It is a matter of straightforward calculation for the rest part of  
 Softness in CohC
For a category C	 recall from  that the free bicompletion of C under
limits and colimits is a pair i
C where 
C has limits and colimits and
i  C 
C is a functor such that
i existence for any functor F  C  B with B having limits and
colimits there is a functor F

 
C  B preserving limits and colimits such
that F  F

 i
ii uniqueness If F

 F

 
C  B are functors which satisfy i then
there is a unique isomorphism u  F

 F

such that u  i  id
F

The most important property of 
C is the following softness
Denition   Let B be a category with limits and colimits B is
said to be soft or
 has softness between limits and colimits if for any pair of
diagrams D  I  B and E  J  B the commutative square of canonical
maps

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colimBDE

colimBD colimE
 
colimBlimDE

BlimD colimE
is a pushout in Set
An object A of B is said to be atomic if the functor BA
  B Set
preserves colimits A is atomic if it is atomic in B
op
 A is atomic if it
is both  and atomic The following characterization theorem of 
C is
established in 
Theorem  For a category C
 the free bicompletion i  C 
C has the
following properites
i 	C is soft
ii iA is atomic for any A  C
iii The functor i is full and faithful
iv 
C is generated from iC under limits and colimits
Moreover
 these properties characterize the pair i
C up to an equivalance
of categories 
Remark  Let C be a category and let A
I
and B
J
be C	webs We have the
zero morphism 
A
I
B
J
A
I
 B
J
which is determined by the zero morphism
from I into J  We view the homset between A
I
and B
J
as the pointed set
A
I
 B
J
	  CohCA
I
 B
J
 
A
I
B
J

 hence CohC is a category enriched
over Set

 For a category B enriched over Set


 the canonical square of 
should be viewed as a diagram in Set

because the forgetful functor Set

 Set
does not preserve colimit diagrams We say that B has softness between
products and coproducts if the canonical square of  is a pushout in Set


Also
 to say atomic objects of B
 we mean that the representable functors
BB
 and B
 B into Set

preserve products and coproducts
 respectively
In CohC	 we will denote  for the Ccoherence space determined by the
empty web  of Coh For any C  C	 we use the same C for the singleton
Ccoherence space	 ie	 C  webfg fCg here webfg is the singleton
web of Coh
Proposition  Let C be a category Then
 CohC is enriched over Set

such that
i  and C are only atoms in CohC under products and coproducts
ii CohC has softness between products and coproducts
Proof That  is an atom is trivial For the atomness of C	 we only need
to consider the homsets from C into any nonempty coproduct because of the
atomness of  Also	 only the nonzero morphisms play a role in the canonical
diagram of  Let fA
I
m
g
mM
be a family of Ccoherence spaces For a
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Clinear morphism
f  t ff
u
g
u

I
m
  C 
a
A
I
m

if  a   b  t then a  b Hence there is a unique m  M such that
fa bg  CohI
m
 Consequently	 C factors uniquely through the injection
q
m
 A
I
m


A
I
m
 Dually	 we can show that C is atomic
To prove the uniqueness part of i Let A
I
  and C	 for all C  C So
there are at least two elements x y  jIj a If x 
I
y	 consider a Clinear
morphism
f  t ff
ij
g  A
I
 C
x
a
C
y
t  fx x y yg f
xx
 id
C
x
 and f
yy
 id
C
y

f cannot factor through coproduct injections of C
x

C
y
	 ie	 A
I
is not 
atomic b If x 
I
y	 we can dually show that A
I
is not atomic
For ii consider a nonzero morphism
f  t ff
ij
g 
Y
mM
A
I
m

a
nN
B
J
n

there are only three possibilities
Case  There arem  m

	 x  jI
m
j and x

 jI
m

j such that x y x

 y

 
t
In
Q
I
m
we have that x  x

	 so y  y

is true in

J
n
 This implies that
there is a unique n such that y y

 jJ
n
j Consider arbitrary z z

  t a If
z  jI
m
j then z  y So z

 y

is true in

J
n
 Consequently	 z

 jJ
n
j b
If z  jI
m
j then z  x So z

 x

is true in

J
n
 Again	 we have z

 jJ
n
j
This shows that f uniquely factors through the injection B
J
n


B
J
n

Case  There is a unique m such that if x x

  t then x  jI
m
j	 and
there are n  n

	 y  J
n
and y

 J
n

such that x y x

 y

  t
Case  implies that f factors uniquely through the projection
Q
A
I
m

A
I
m

Case  f factors through some B
J
n
and A
m

From Case  and Case 	 m and n must be unique 
Remark  i Recently Ehrhard  rened coherence spaces into hyper	
coherences with applications to the question of sequentiality A hyper	
coherence X is a pair jXjX where X is a set of nite subsets
of jXj that includes all the singletons A linear morphism X  Y with
Y  jY jX is a subset of jXj  jY j so that for any nite subset w
of f with the projections w
X
and w
Y


w
X
 X w
Y
 Y w
Y
  w
X
 
We notice that there is softness between products and coproducts in the
category of hypercoherences and linear morphisms More detail discus	
sions on this aspect will appear in a forthcoming paper

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ii There is no softness in Coh under arbitrary limits and colimits Indeed

Let a  fxg
 b  fyg and c  fzg be the singleton webs of Coh Consider
the commutative square of linear morphisms
a
Q
b

c
f

a
Q
b
Q
c
g

 
g
a

b

c
f


a

b
Q
c
Here
f  fx x y y z zg  g  fx x y y z zg
f

 fx x y y z zg and g

 fx x y y z zg
It is easy to verify that f

 g

 is the pullback of f and g in Coh But the
linear morphism
h  a
a
b
a
c  b
a
c
h  fx y y y z zg
from the pullback diragram ie
 a

b

c as the pullback of the men	
tioned diagram into the coproduct b

c cannot factor through any canon	
ical projection or any coproduct injection
Let F  C  B be a functor	 and let i
B
 B  CohB and i
C
 C 
CohC be the inclusions We dene CohF   CohC  CohB such that
CohF jIj fA
i
g
I
  jIj fF A
i
g
iI

CohF t ff
ij
g
ijt
  t fF f
ij
g
ijt

The functoriality of CohF  follows immediately from the that of F  We have
Proposition  i i
B
 F  CohF   i
C

ii CohF  preserves products and coproducts
Proof The structures of the product and the coproduct of a family fA
I
n
g
iN
of CohC are entirely determined by the structure of I
n
 
 Contractible Ccoherence spaces
Denition  Let C be a category A C	coherence space or web is con	
tractible if it is generated from objects of C under products and coproducts
Let us denote CCohC for the full subcategory of CohC whose objects
are contractible Ccoherence spaces	 and CCoh for CCohfg	 and let
i
C
 C CCohC
C  fg fCg
be the inclusion

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Proposition  CCohC is the free bicompletion of C under the zero object
and non	empty products and coproducts More precisely
 the inclusion i
C

C CCohC satises that
i existence for any functor F  C  B with B having products
 coprod	
ucts and the zero object
 there is a functor F

 CCohC B preserving
products and coproducts such that F  F

 i
C

ii uniqueness If F

 F

 CCoh B are functors satisfying i then there
is a unique isomorphism u  F

 F

such that u  i  id
F

Proof The proof of  is similar to the proof of the freeness on the free
coproductcompletion by using matrices of morphisms instead of families of
morphisms 
For categories B and C	 let F  C B a functor CohF  of  restricted
on CCohC induces a functor
CCohF   CCohC CCohB
which preserves products and coproducts such that i
B
 F  CCohF   i
C

Here i
B
 B CCohB and i
C
 C CCohC are inclusions
Corollary  Up to isomorphism
 CCohF  is the unique extension of F
which preserves products and coproducts
Proof Let G  i
B
 F  Apply  to G	 then G

 CCohF  as required 
The following characterization theorem ensures that a category is the free
bicompletion of a category under the zero object and nonempty products
and coproducts	 ie	 rst adding the zero object into it	 then taking free
bicompletion of the new category under nonempty products and coproducts
Theorem  For any category C
 the free bicompletion F  C 
C of C
under the zero object and non	empty products and coproducts has the following
properties
i 
C has the zero object
 products
 coproducts
 and softness between prod	
ucts and coproducts enriched over Set


ii The zero object and F C are atomic
 for C  C
iii For any objects A and B of C
 if g  F A F B is non	zero morphism
of B then there is a unique morphism f  A B of C such that F f  g
iv 
C is generated from F C under products and coproducts
Moreover
 i to iv charaterize the pair F
C up to an equivalence of
categories
Remark  i
 ii
 iv of  are quite natural from the discussions of
previous sections iii of  means that for the free bicompletion C

of C
under the zero object
 the unique extension F

 C

 B of F along with the

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inclusion i

 C  C

is full and faithful Reader can easily see the analogy
between  and 
Example  Not every C	coherence space is contractible For instance
 take
C  fg
 the following coherence space I

is the simplest non	contractible
one jI

j  fa b c dg
 the relation on jI

j is dened by a  b b  c
 and
c  d In fact
 for any coherence space I
 if jIj   then I is contractible If
jIj   and I is non	contractible
 then
 up to isomorphism
 I is the same as I


Consequently
 for an arbitrary category C
 A
I

 jI

j fA

 A

 A

 A

g is
non	contractible in CohC
 and A
I
is contractible for jIj  
The following example shows that there are contractible coherence spaces
whose tensor product are not contractible
Example 	 Let B  a
Q
b

c and its copy B  a

Q
b


c


 C be the
tensor product B and B

 The corresponding web of C has a subweb jAj
here jAj  fa b

 b a

 c a

 c c

g with 
b a

  a b

  c a

  c c


C is non	contractible since jAj is isomorphic to I


Remark 
 Every non	contractible C	coherence space can be constructed as
a limit or colimit of a diagram whose objects are contractible In a forth	
coming paper we will explore game semantics aspects of CohC
 and show
how to construct models of linear logic by expanding CCohC
 CohC a category enriched over Coh
In the previous sections we viewed CohC as a category enriched over Set

and showed that the category of contractible Ccoherence spaces is exactly
the free bicomplete category of C under the zero object and products and
coproducts In the following we will see that CohC is enriched over Coh
With this approach there is softness in CohC in the sense ofCohC enriched
over Coh Furthermore	 we dene the external tensor product and its dual
as functors from CohCCohD into CohCD	 and show that there is
softness between the external tensor product and its dual This makes some
connections with the mixed associativity	 a concept discovered in logic by
VNGrishin 	 and independently studied by JLambek 	 JRBCockett
and RAGSeely 	 and MHyland and V de Paiva 
Let V be a monoidal category with the unit I Recall from 
 that
a category A enriched over V also called Vcategory is dened by a map


	  ObA ObA  ObV together with associative morphisms
c
ABC
 AB	 BC	  AC	
and unit morphisms u
A
 I  AA	 for all ABC  A Here c
ABC
and u
A
must satisfy the associativity axiom and the unit axiom	 respectively

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For V  Coh and A  CohC	 we dene A
I
 B
J
	 to be a coherence space
determined by the following web jA
I
 B
J
	j jA
I
 B
J
	j is the set of all
triples i j f here i  jIj	 j  jJ j and f  A
i
 B
j
is a morphism in C
Given triples i j f and i

 j

 g of jA
I
 B
J
	j	 We dene that
i j f  i

 j

 g i
i 
I
i

 j 
J
j

and j  j

 i  i

and f  g
Proposition  i CohC is a category enriched over Coh
ii CohC has the enriched softness over Coh between products and co	
products
 ie
 for families A
I
m

mM
and B
J
n

nN
of CohC
 with A 
Q
m
A
I
m
and B 

n
B
J
n

 the canonical diagram

mn
A
I
m
 B
J
n
	
f


n
AB
J
n
	
g
 
g


m
A
I
m
 B	
f


AB	
is a pushout in Coh
Proof We outline the proof of 
 ii as follows
For a coherence space K	 let s 

m
A
I
m
 B	  K and t 

n
AB
J
n
	  K
be linear morphisms such that sf  tg Then we can see that sfi j fg 
tfi j fg for all i j f  j

m
A
I
m
 B	j  j

n
AB
J
n
	j  jAB	j Let
v  AB	  K with vfi j fg  sfi j fg It is clear that s  v  f

and t  v  g

 We need to check that v is a linear morphism But this
follows from the facts that i j f  i

 j

 g holds in AB	 i it holds in

m
A
I
m
 B	 or

n
AB
J
n
		 and i j f  i

 j

 g holds in

mn
A
I
m
 B
J
n
	 i
it holds

m
A
I
m
 B	 and

n
AB
J
n
	 Also	 the uniqueness of v can be easily
detected 
For categories C and D	 we dene the external tensor product  and
external dual tensor product  or	 called external par as the functors
   CohC CohD  CohCD
here forCcoherence spaces A
I
 jIj
I
 fA
i
g
ijIj
 andB
J
 jJ j
J
 fB
j
g
jjJj
	
A
I
B
J
is dened by the CDcoherence space
jIj  jJ j

 fA
i
 B
j
g
ijjIjjJj

and A
I
 B
J
is dened by
jIj  jJ j


 fA
i
 B
j
g
ijjIjjJj


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Here I  J  I  J
Notice that for C  D  fg	 the external tensor product and external
par coincide with the tensor and par in Coh
Let B	 C and D be arbitrary categories For B
I
 CohB	 C
J
 CohC
and D
K
 CohD	 up to isomorphisms	 we have the assocaitivities on  and
 B
I
C
J
D
K
  B
I
C
J
D
K
and B
J
C
J
D
K
  B
I
C
J
D
K

The mixed associativities  also called weak distributivities in 	  be
tween  and  are dened by

B
I
C
J
D
K
 B
I
 C
J
D
K
 B
I
 C
J
D
K

b
i
 c
j
 d
k
  b
i
 c
j
 d
k
 and

B
I
C
J
D
K
 B
I
 C
J
D
K
  B
I
 C
J
D
K
b
i
 c
j
 d
k
  b
i
 c
j
 d
k

Let A	 B	 C and D be arbitrary categories For A
I
 CohA	 B
J

CohB	 C
K
 CohC and D
L
 CohD	 we have a canonical diagram
A
I
 B
J
 C
K
D
L
f

A
I
 B
J
 C
J
D
L

g
 
g

A
I
 B
J
 C
K
D
L
f


A
I
 B
J
 C
K
D
L

The commutativity of this diagram is one of the axioms of weakly distributive
categories 
Proposition  The above canonical diagram is a pushout in CohAB
CD
Let C  fg For A
I
 CohD	 there is a functor

 A
I
 Coh CohD
J  jJ j  jIj

 fA
ji
g
jijJ jjIj

with that A
ji
 A
i
for all j  J  We have an isomorphism
CohDJ  A
I
 B
J



CohJ A
I
 B
J
	
in Coh which is Cohnatural in B
I
 CohD This means that the enriched
category CohD is tensored Also	 CohD is cotensored	 ie	 there is a
functor

 A
I
 Coh CohD
J  jJ j  jIj


 fA
ji
g
jijJ jjIj

with A
ji
as before so that
CohDB
J
J A
I



CohJ B
J
 A
I
	

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is Cohnatural in B
J
 CohD We therefore have
Proposition  For any A
I
 CohD

i the functor 
 A
I
has a right adjoint and
ii the functor 
 A
I
has a left adjoint
Let S
n

nN
and T
m

mM
be two families of coherence spaces	 and Let
A
I
n
 and B
J
m
 be two families of Dcoherence spaces With
A 
Y
nN
S
n
 A
I
n
and B 
a
mM
T
m
 B
J
m

there exists a canonical diagram

nm
S
n
 A
I
n
 B
J
m
	 T
m
f


n
S
n
 A
I
n
 B	
g
 
g


m
AB
J
m
	 T
m
f


AB	
Here f  s i j f t  s i t j f	 g  s i j f t  s i j f t	
f

 s i j f t  s i t j f and g

 s i t j f  s i t j f	
for all s  jS
n
j	 t  jT
m
j and i j f
ij
  jA
I
n
 B
J
m
	j
Theorem  The above canonical diagram is a pushout in Coh
Remark  i Let A  B  C  D  fg in 
 and D  fg and
M  N   in  Then the pushouts of  and  coincide
ii Let all S
n
and T
m
of  be the coherence space with singleton web Then
the pushouts of  and  coincide
iii The pushout of  plays an important role in the free bicompletions of
enriched categories A more general form can be found in 
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